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Abstrat
It has been reently pointed out that any primary galati population
of Weakly Interating Massive Partiles (WIMP) generates, through olli-
sions with solar matter, a seondary population of slow WIMPs trapped
in the inner solar system. We show that taking into aount this slow
solar-system population dramatially enhanes the possibility to probe the
existene of stable massive neutrinos (of a 4th generation) in underground
neutrino experiments. Though neutrinos, with mass in the 45-90 GeV range,
an only represent a sparse subdominant omponent of galati old dark
matter, a ombination of enhanement fators makes it possible to disrimi-
nate their ontribution to WIMP annihilation eets in the Earth. Our work
suggests that a reanalysis of existing underground neutrino data should be
able to bring extremely tight onstraints on the possible existene of a stable
massive 4th neutrino.
1 Introdution
The total number of quark-lepton families is not known for sure. Experi-
mentally, three generations have been found at present. Theoretially, the
number of generations ould be larger. In superstring-inspired partile mod-
els the number of generations is dened by some topologial harateristis
of the manifold of ompatied additional dimensions, and any number of
generations is a priori possible [1℄.
Another important predition of almost all realisti superstring-inspired
models is the existene of at least one additional U(1) gauge group in the
low energy limit of the theory. Reently [2℄ it was suggested to asribe suh
a new U(1) gauge group to an additional, fourth, fermion generation only. In
this ase the new gauge group an remain unbroken. Suh an unbroken U(1)
gauge group implies the existene of a stritly onserved harge, whih, in
turn, aounts for the stability of the lightest partile of the 4th generation,
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and forbids any mixing with the other (usual) three generations. It will be
assumed that the lightest partile of the 4th generation is its neutrino.
The diret searh for new generation fermions on aelerators leads to a
lower bound on their masses in the range 50-100 GeV. The mass of a 4th
generation neutrino mν is restrited by the measurement of the width of the
Z-boson to mν > mZ/2 ≈ 45 GeV if it is a (quasi)stable Dira neutrino (for
a Majorana one the restrition is slightly lower; for an unstable one the lower
limit is about 90 GeV). Another possibility to searh for a fourth generation
neutrino, with mass mν > mZ/2 ≈ 45 GeV, at aelerators was suggested in
[2℄, [3℄. A detailed analysis of the data on the parameters of the Standard
Model, aounting for the possible ontributions of virtual new generation
fermions, allows for the existene of an additional generation if the mass of
the new (fourth) neutrino is about 50 GeV [4℄ and if the masses of the other
fermions of the new generation exeed 100 GeV.
The existene of new generation fermions in the Universe an lead to
many observable astrophysial eets. This makes the appropriate osmo-
logial and astrophysial analysis an important tool for probing the possible
existene and properties of suh 4th generation fermions. In partiular, a
new neutrino, being plausibly the lightest of its generation, and thus possi-
bly stable, is of the most interest in suh an analysis.
As was found long ago [5℄, the existene of a heavy Dira neutrino is om-
patible with the upper limit on the total density of the Universe if its mass
exeeds 2 GeV. Indeed, for a neutrino mass greater than 3 MeV, neutrino
annihilation through weak interations redues their osmologial onentra-
tion at freeze out. A larger neutrino mass orresponds to a larger annihi-
lation ross setion, and therefore to a smaller reli heavy neutrino density
Ων = ρν/ρcritical (see Fig.2 below). Moreover, if mν = mZ/2 the Z-boson
annihilation resonane leads to a dip in the reli density. For instane, if
mν = 50 GeV, lose to the Z-boson resonane dip, Ων ≈ 10−4. Suh a rare
population of neutrinos does not play any signiant dynamial osmologial
role as a Cold Dark Matter (CDM) ontributor. Nevertheless a more rened
astrophysial analysis [2℄, [6℄ showed that the eets of suh rare, massive
neutrinos an be aessible to some experimental searhes and/or astrophys-
ial observations. In the present paper, we shall mainly onsider the mass
range 45 < mν < 90 GeV, orresponding to suh a sparse population of heavy
neutrinos.
Heavy neutrinos, as any form of CDM, must be onentrated in galaxies.
The ratio of galati neutrino density to the mean osmologial density is a
model-dependent parameter (denoted here as ξ) whih is strongly sensitive
to the details of galati halo formation. In this work we shall assume that
the onentration fator ξ is the same for massive neutrinos and for the
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dominant ontributor to CDM. It is usual to estimate ξ by taking the ratio
between a loal (i.e, in the viinity of the Solar system) density of CDM
equal to 0.3GeV/cm−3, and a mean osmologial density orresponding to
ΩCDM = 0.3. This leads to the standard estimate: ξ = 2× 105. In most of
this paper, we shall assume this standard value (exept, when expliitly said
otherwize).
In previous papers [2℄, [6℄ we already analyzed several astrophysial on-
sequenes of suh a sparse galati population of heavy neutrinos. In parti-
ular we studied [7℄ the (ordinary) neutrino uxes emitted by the annihilation
of heavy neutrino-antineutrino pairs aumulated in the ore of the Earth.
[Suh an aumulation takes plae for many types of weakly interating mas-
sive partiles (WIMP) [8℄.℄
Reently, it was pointed out [9℄ that this annihilation ux an be strongly
enhaned by the existene of a slow Solar-system population of WIMP's,
trapped in the gravitational eld of the Solar system by an initial inelasti
interation with the Sun [10℄. The aim of the present paper is to analyze in
detail, in the ase of a heavy neutrino WIMP, the density of this new slow
Solar-system population, and its enhanement eet on the annihilation ux
from the ore of the Earth. We shall show that the existene of the slow
population qualitatively improves the sensitivity of underground neutrino
data to the eets of 4th neutrino annihilation, and makes these data a
signiant probe of the existene of a 4th neutrino.
2 Number density of the slow heavy neutrino
population
Let us reall (from [10℄) that the slow population of WIMPs is generated
by inelasti ollisions of inident primary (fast) galati WIMPs with nulei
in the outer layers of the Sun. A fration of these WIMPs are sattered,
by the ollision, on orbits that graze the surfae of the Sun, and whih
evolve, under the subsequent perturbing gravitational inuene of planets,
onto orbits that do not penetrate the Sun. This allows these WIMPs to
survive for a long time in the Solar system. This population has a muh
lower typial veloity (∼30 km/se) than the inident galati one. This fat
amplies the probability of their apture by the Earth (we will further refer
to this population as the slow omponent). The number density (in the
viinity of the Earth) of this slow omponent of heavy neutrinos, nslow, has
been derived in Ref.[10℄ and reads:
3
nslow =
0.212
v0/220 km/s
g
(−10)
tot × ngal, (1)
g
(−10)
tot = 10
10 ×∑
A
fA
mA
σAK
s
A (GeV
3),
KsA =
v0
β+
∫ vmax
0
4piv∞dv∞f(v∞)F
2(v∞).
Here f(v∞) is the angular average of the veloity distribution of galati
WIMPs. [Our notation diers slightly from Ref. [10℄ in that we fator
out the number density ngal from the phase-spae distribution funtion, and
delete the bar over f(v∞) indiating the angular average.℄ The parameter
v0 is the harateristi veloity entering the (assumed) Maxwellian veloity
distribution f(v∞). Throughout the paper the index ∞ refers to quantities
far from the Sun or (depending on the ontext) the Earth. The meaning of
the other quantities entering the equations above is: mA is the mass of the
nuleus A, fA denotes its mass fration in the Sun, σA is the ross-setion of
neutrino-nuleus sattering in the point-like approximation. The form-fator
F (v∞) takes into aount the eet linked to the extension of the nuleus.
More about ross-setion and form-fator below. The quantity gtot (whih
has dimensions [crosssection]× [mass]−1 should be expressed in GeV3. Here
and below we use the notation
β± =
4mνmA
(mν ±mA)2 , (2)
mν denoting the neutrino mass. The upper limit, vmax, of the integral
above omes from kinematis and is read from Eq.(2.16) of [10℄
vmax =
√
4mνmAv2esc(R¯S)− (mν +mA)2α
|mν −mA| , (3)
in whih we used the following numerial estimates:
v2esc(R¯S = 0.907RS) = (644 km/s)
2, (4)
where RS denotes the Solar radius, and α = GMS/a ≃ (30 km/s)2, a
denoting the semi-major axis of the WIMP orbit. As said above, we take
a WIMP veloity distribution (far from the Sun) whih is Maxwellian, i.e.
(after angular averaging)
f(v) =
1
4
√
pi3v0vSv
(
exp
(
−(v − vS)
2
v20
)
− exp
(
−(v + vS)
2
v20
))
. (5)
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Here vS denotes the veloity of the Sun relative to the gas of galati
neutrinos. In the estimates below, we took vS = 200 km/s. We also estimated
the eet of varying vS between zero and 200 km/s and found that it hanged
only insigniantly the results given below. The parameter v0 denotes the
harateristi veloity dispersion of the Maxwell distribution (i.e. it measures
the temperature of this distribution). In our estimates below we shall use
the value v0 = 220 km/s. For omparison, we shall also mention the results
for v0 = 266 km/s, whih orresponds to a mean veloity of 300 km/s.
The data about the hemial omposition of Solar matter was taken as
in Ref. [10℄ (i.e., a ombination of the values given in [11℄ and [12℄). We also
follow Ref. [10℄ in taking nulei form-fator of the form:
F 2(v) = exp
(
−Q(v)
QA
)
, (6)
where Q = mν(v
2+α)
2
is the transferred energy from neutrino to nuleus,
QA =
3h¯2
2mAR
2
A
, RA = 10
−13 cm (0.3 + 0.91( mA
GeV
)1/3).
The total ν −A ross-setion for a point-like nuleus σA is approximated
by a purely spin independent oupling, exept in the ase of hydrogen. Sine
most ontributing nulei have a rst exited energeti level higher than the
harateristi energy tranfer Q the ollision is assumed to be elasti. This
leads to a ross-setion of the form
σA =
G2F
8pi
m2νm
2
A
(mν +mA)2
(
F 2V + 3F
2
Aδ
1
A
)
, (7)
where GF is the Fermi onstant, FV = −(A − 2(1 − 2 sin2 θW )Z) is the
vetor form-fator (all q2-dependene is taken out into F (v)), θW is the Wein-
berg angle, and FA is the axial form-fator, whih is taken into aount only
in the ase of hydrogen (hene the Kroneker symbol δ1A).
After substituting all these quantities in Eq. (1) we obtain the dependene
on mν of the density enhanement ratio δE =
nslow
ngal
showed in Fig.1. In Table
1, we x mν = 50 GeV, and study the sensitivity of the density enhanement
δE to the hoies of the two veloity parameters entering our study: v0 and
vS.
v0 = 220 km/s v0 = 266 km/s
vS = 0 0.728 0.529
vS = 200 km/s 0.475 0.388
Table 1: Density enhanement δE = nslow/ngal for dierent veloity parame-
ters.
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Figure 1: Density enhanement δE = nslow/ngal as a funtion of the neutrino
mass mν .
The ruial new result to note from Fig. 1 and Table 1 is that, ontrary
to the ase of a generi neutralino WIMP where the density enhanement
(near the Earth) due to the slow population, δE = nslow/ngal, was typially
of the order of a few perent, here this density enhanement is of the order of
50 %. This shows that it is ruial to take into aount the existene of the
slow population to estimate the detetability of a 4th neutrino . In addition
to this signiant enhanement in the loal density of WIMPs, we turn now
to the estimate of the apture rate of the WIMPs by the Earth whih is
further amplied by the fat that slow WIMPs (with veloity ∼ 30 km/s)
are muh more easily aptured by the Earth gravitational eld than galati
ones (with veloity ∼ 220 km/s).
3 Capture rate of massive neutrinos by the Earth
The neutrinos interating with the Earth matter an be aptured by the
Earth gravitational potential well if they lose enough energy in the olli-
sion with a nuleus in the Earth. The slow neutrinos, having an ini-
dent veloity already omparable with the esape veloity from the Earth (
vescE ∼ 10 km/s), have a muh greater probability to be aptured than galati
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ones. It is therefore quite important to take their eet into aount.
Among all nulei present in the Earth the iron nulei play the main role
in the apture proess for the neutrino mass range ( 45GeV < mν < 90GeV)
that interests us.
The apture rate of WIMPs by the Earth has been studied in detail by
Gould [13℄ (see also [9℄). In the present study, we estimated the apture
rate by starting from Eq.(5.7) and Eq.(5.8) of [9℄, and by approximating the
result in the following way. We replaed the integrals over the volume of the
Earth of the type
∫
d3xnA(r)f(r) by NA〈f(r)〉, where NA is the total number
of nulei of type A, and where 〈f(r)〉 is a suitable (approximate) average of
f(r). Atually, we onsider only the apture by iron. As iron is onentrated
in the ore of the Earth we an use the average of the squared esape veloity
given in [13℄: 〈v2esc〉 = 1.6× (11.2 km/s)2. We assume that the fration of the
mass of the Earth in iron is 20 %. Finally, our simplied apture rate reads:
Rcap =
2QFe
β−mν
NFeσFe
∫ √β
−
〈v2esc〉
0
dnν
v
×
×
[
exp
(
− mν
2QFe
v2
)
− exp
(
− mν
2QFe
β+(〈v2esc〉+ v2)
)]
(8)
The neutrino distribution funtion dnν to be inserted in Eq.(8) depends
on whether we onsider galati or slow neutrinos. For galati neutrinos it
is dngal = ngal f(v)d
3v. For slow neutrinos we followed Eq.(3.15) of [9℄ (with
λ = 1 ; ε = 0.18377), i.e, expliitly,
dnslow = nslow fslow(vslow)dvslow = nslow Cv
θ(1.617× vE − v)
(3× v2E − v2)0.6
×
×
(√
v2 − 0.816× v2E θ(v − 0.904× vE)−
√
v2 − 1.184× v2E θ(v − 1.089× vE)
)
dv , (9)
where C = 91.775−1 is a normalization fator, θ(x) is the step funtion,
vE = 30 km/s is the veloity of the Earth orbital motion, and where nslow is
given by Eq.(1) above.
Another ruial parameter for our problem is the value of the inident
galati neutrino number density itself. Contrary to the ase usually onsid-
ered for WIMP apture, we annot assume here that the sparse 4th neutrino
population is the prinipal onstituent of Cold Dark Matter, i.e we annot as-
sume that its galati density has the standard value ρCDM ∼ 0.3GeV/cm3.
Instead, we need to estimate what is the reli density of 4th neutrinos left
over from the Big Bang, and to multiply it by an estimate of the typial
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density enhanement, in a galaxy. We an then write the galati neutrino
number density (as a funtion of the neutrino mass) as:
n(mν) = ξ nrel(mν). (10)
Here ξ denotes the parameter of neutrino lustering in the Galaxy, i.e.
the ratio of the loal neutrino density to the reli one, nrel(mν). As already
mentioned above, in our estimates we take the standard value ξ = 2× 105.
As for the reli number density (of neutrinos and antineutrinos), we take
the estimate derived in [2℄, namely:
nrel(mν) =
4.2× 10−18√
g∗mpmν 〈σannβ〉
(
40 + ln
(
gs√
g∗
mpmν 〈σannβ〉
)
− ln
√
mν
T∗
)
×nγ .
(11)
Here g∗ ≈ 80 is the number of eetive degrees of freedom at the mo-
ment of neutrino freeze-out, gs = 2 is the number of neutrino spin states,
nγ = 411 cm
−3
is the present number density of reli photons, 〈σannβ〉 is
the thermally averaged annihilation ross-setion (multiplied by the dimen-
sionless neutrino relative veloity) at freeze out. The value of the last log-
arithm entering the above result an be taken to be 1.6 in the mass range
45GeV < mν < 90 GeV that we shall onsider. In this mass range, the
dominant annihilation hannel for neutrinos is the hannel involving one in-
termediate Z-boson. In this ase the value 〈σannβ〉 may be taken (for the
non-relativisti ase) in the form
〈σannβ〉 = σannβ∗
√
2 = Br−1(Z → νeνe) g¯
4
28pi
m2ν
(4m2ν −m2Z)2 +m2ZΓ2Z
√
2,
(12)
where Br(Z → νeνe) ≈ 0.0667 is the branhing ratio of the deay of the
Z-boson into two eletron neutrinos, mZ and ΓZ are the mass and width
of the Z-boson, and g¯ =
√
4
√
2GFm2Z is the dimensionless onstant of weak
interation. Note that, if we were to onsider larger neutrino masses (mν > 90
GeV), the hannel νν˜ → W+W− would start to dominate and the ross-
setion would inrease with mν .
The reli neutrino density in units of the ritial density is shown in Fig.2.
Note in partiular that, when mν = 50 GeV, Ων = 1.7×10−4 (whih is indeed
muh smaller than the usually onsidered WIMP reli densities). Still in this
numerial example of mν = 50 GeV, by multiplying this reli density by the
ampliation fator ξ = 2 × 105 mentioned above, we nd a loal, galati
number density of massive neutrinos equal to about 0.2MeV/cm3. This is
indeed muh smaller than the standard value for usual WIMPs.
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Figure 2: The density of primordial neutrinos in units of the ritial density.
After their apture, neutrinos (and antineutrinos) are thermalized, set-
tling in the Earth ore, and neutrino-antineutrino pairs start to annihilate. If
the equilibrium between apture and annihilation is reahed, the annihilation
rate is equal to the apture rate. Let us estimate the apture rate (Req) for
whih the equilibrium between apture and annihilation inside the Earth is
reahed during the lifetime tE of the Earth. The variation of the number of
aumulated neutrinos and antineutrinos N satises
dN
dt
= Rcap − Rann, (13)
where Rcap and Rann denote the apture and annihilation rates respe-
tively. We have
Rann = 2
∫
n2
4
〈σannvrel〉 dV. (14)
Here the fator 2 aounts for the fat that in one annihilation a pair
of neutrinos disappears; the fator 1/4 omes from the fat that n denotes
the total (neutrinos plus antineutrinos) neutrino density within the ther-
malized ore of the Earth; in 〈σannvrel〉, vrel denotes the relative veloity of
thermalized neutrinos. A rough estimate of Rann is obtained by assuming a
homogeneous distribution of thermalized neutrinos within a ertain volume
Vtherm. We dene Vtherm as the volume bounded by the radius whih an
be reahed by a partile of kineti energy Ttherm in the enter of the Earth
freely moving in the Earth potential well. The typial neutrino energy Ttherm
9
is supposed to orrespond to the temperature of the Earth ore. The lat-
ter is not known exatly, but is around 10000 K. We an therefore onsider
Ttherm = 1 eV as duial value. This yields:
Vtherm =
4
3
piR3therm, Rtherm =
√
2Ttherm
Tesc0
〈ρE〉
ρE core
RE , (15)
where Tesc0 ≡ mνv
2
esc0
2
, 〈ρE〉 = 5.5 g/cm3 and ρE core ≈ 12 g/cm3 are the
mean and ore Earth densities, and RE is the Earth radius. In this approxi-
mation we have
Rann =
N2
2Vtherm
〈σannvrel〉 ≡ CN2. (16)
It is then easily heked that, negleting the (slow, linear) variation with
time of Rcap, the solution for the time variation of N , or equivalently Rann,
is Rann = Rcap tanh
2
(√
CRcap t
)
. The equilibrium rate Req, for whih a
balane between apture and annihilation within the Earth lifetime tE is
maintained, is therefore estimated to be Req = 1/(C t
2
E).
Substituting all the fators, we nally obtain
Req = 0.46× 1013 s−1 (4m
2
ν −m2Z)2 +m2ZΓ2Z
m
7/2
ν
(
Ttherm
1 eV
)3/2 ( 〈ρE〉
ρE core
)3/2
. (17)
Here the mass of the neutrino, as well as the mass and the width of the
Z-boson are in GeV. For numerial estimates, we took ρE core
〈ρE〉
= 2, and (as
said above) Ttherm = 1 eV.
Having in hands, ready for omparison, the equilibrium rate Req, we
now ome bak to the estimate of the apture rate, as given by Eqs.(8)-(11)
above. Note that the apture rate of both galati and slow neutrinos are
proportional to the assumed value of the onentration fator ξ.
We plot in Fig.3 the total apture rate of neutrinos (summed over slow
and galati ones), as a funtion of the neutrino mass, for ξ = 2 × 105. We
also indiate what would be the apture rate if one inluded only galati
neutrinos.
The dip at mν ≈ 45 GeV reets the resonant annihilation dip in primor-
dial neutrino density (see Fig.2). The peak in the galati neutrino apture
rate at mν ≈ 55 GeV omes from the well known fat that when the WIMP
mass is equal to the mass of iron nulei their ollision is eient in slow-
ing down the WIMPs. [This peak is shifted from the iron mass mFe = 52
GeV beause of the rising reli neutrino density fator.℄ In the ase of the
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Figure 3: Total apture rate of slow and galati neutrinos (solid line),
ompared to the apture rate of galati neutrinos only (dashed line).
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Figure 4: Ratio of the slow neutrino apture rate to galati one.
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slow WIMPs (whih lose their kineti energy during ollisions muh more
eiently than the fast galati WIMPs) this iron resonane eet is spread
over a large range of masses and does not show up as a peak.
In Fig.4 we present the ratio of slow neutrino apture rate to the galati
one. This ratio, obviously, is independent of galati neutrino density. The
dip around mν = mFe = 52 GeV in Fig.4 is due to the "iron resonane" peak
of the galati neutrino apture.
An important onlusion from Fig.3 is that, in the onsidered mass range,
the equilibrium between apture (Rcap) and annihilation rates (Rann) inside
the Earth is established on a time sale smaller than the Earth lifetime.
Therefore the annihilation rate an be simply taken as being equal to the
(above omputed) apture rate: Rann = Rcap.
To omplete the results indiated in Fig.3, we give in Table 2 the galati
and slow neutrino apture rates (in units of 1015 s−1) for dierent veloity
parameters, and for the speial value mν = 50 GeV (and for the standard
value ξ = 2× 105). Note that the equilibrium apture rate for mν = 50 GeV
amounts to 0.53× 1013 s−1.
v0 = 220 km/s v0 = 266 km/s
galati slow galati slow
vS = 0 3.86 18.6 2.88 13.50
vS = 200 km/s 2.62 12.1 2.14 9.88
Table 2: Capture rates in units of 1015 s−1 of galati and slow neutrinos
when mν = 50 GeV, for dierent veloity parameters.
One an see that our results are robust under varying the veloity param-
eters (retaining the Maxwellian form of the veloity distribution).
In the estimates above, we have not taken into aount the eet of the so-
alled Sakharov enhanement of the annihilation rate due to the Coulomb-
like attration mediated by the new U(1) interation asribed to neutrinos
and antineutrinos of the 4th generation [15℄. This interation has two eets:
on one hand it redues the reli neutrino density (by about 10% if αy =
1/137, and 25% if αy = 1/50), but on the other hand it strongly inreases
the annihilation rate in the Earth. The overall eet is to strongly redue
the equilibration time sale between apture and annihilation in the Earth.
Finally, if we were to take into aount the "Sakharov enhanement" we
would be in the onditions of equilibrium for the whole neutrino mass range
onsidered and for all the aeptable magnitudes of parameter ξ.
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4 Conlusions
In the present paper we studied the apture by the Earth, and the anni-
hilation in the Earth ore, of hypothetial fourth neutrinos (andidate to
a sparse sub-dominant omponent of galati CDM). We took into aount
not only the primary fast population of neutrinos, but also the reently
pointed out seondary slow population [10℄. It was found that the aount
of the slow omponent is ruially important in the onsidered neutrino mass
range, 45 < mν < 90 GeV. Indeed, the ontribution to apture of the slow
omponent is larger by up to the two orders of magnitude than the one of
the galati omponent (Fig.4).
These results suggest the ruial signiane of underground experiments
(AMANDA, Super-Kamiokande, Baksan and others) for testing the fourth
neutrino hypothesis. For example, Ref. [14℄ has derived the onstraint on
WIMP annihilation in the Earth, from AMANDA data, under some assump-
tions on the annihilation hannels, and for a WIMP mass larger than 100
GeV. Making a rough extrapolation of this onstraint down to a mass of
about 50 GeV one nds a potential sensitivity of the already existing under-
ground neutrino data to the annihilation of a 4th neutrino in the Earth, for
almost all the onsidered interval of neutrino mass. Note, that the presene
of the slow omponent of a 4th neutrino plays a ruial role in this poten-
tial sensitivity. Of ourse, this example an serve only as an illustration,
sine speial analysis of the data in the framework of the hypothesis of a 4th
neutrino is needed.
The possibility to distinguish, in underground neutrino experiments, the
ontribution to annihilation eets of a sparse omponent of 4th neutrino
from the ontribution of other WIMPs (presumably dominating in the gala-
ti CDM), results from the ombination of several fators. The neutrino ap-
ture in the Earth is failitated by the relatively large weak interation ross
setion of a massive neutrino and by the kinemati enhanement of neutrino
momentum losses in ollisions with iron nulei. The neutrino annihilation
eets in the Earth are strengthened by the relatively large neutrino weak
annihilation ross setion near Z-boson resonane (whih is further strongly
enhaned by the Coulomb like eet of the new long range interation),
and by the existene of a monohromati neutrino-antineutrino annihilation
hannel, spei to a 4th neutrino.
The presene of a slow omponent qualitatively enhanes these fators.
The slow omponent inreases by up to 50% the number density of 4th neu-
trinos near the Earth. Owing to their order-of-magnitude smaller mean ve-
loity, the slow neutrinos are more eetively aptured by the Earth (by up
to two orders of magnitude) than the galati ones. In the slow omponent
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apture the kinemati peak of iron nulei apture is spread over the whole
onsidered neutrino mass interval, making it aessible to experimental test.
The establishment of kineti equilibrium between neutrino apture and an-
nihilation in Earth makes the predited annihilation uxes insensitive to the
details of aptured neutrino distribution. As a result, the aount of the slow
neutrino omponent makes the hypothesis of a stable massive 4th neutrino
aessible to underground neutrino experimental tests even under the most
unfavourable astrophysial onditions.
To onlude, our work shows that it is important to analyze existing (and
future) underground neutrino data with the view of probing the hypothet-
ial existene of a stable fourth generation neutrino with a mass about 50
GeV. The analysis of the data of MACRO, AMANDA, Kamiokande, Bak-
san and/or Super-Kamiokande is expeted to provide an important probe
of (and probably stringent onstraints on) this hypothesis, espeially in the
ase where one wishes to explain the DAMA event rate by assuming heavy
neutrinos. The existene of a slow 4th neutrino omponent is ruial in suh
an analysis beause it strongly enhanes the underground neutrino ux ex-
peted from 4th neutrino annihilation in Earth. This analysis an be viewed
as a modest step towards the study of heteroti string phenomenology whih
generially leads to the predition of an additional U(1), whih, in turn,
provides a motivation for onsidering a stable 4th generation neutrino.
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